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Key takeaways
•More and more companies adopt formal ESG policies (e.g. health & safety, anti-discrimination, 

code of conduct) and whistleblowing channels.

•Diversity is getting slightly better in management teams and boards of directors.

•Companies are getting more accustomed to handling ESG matters. The topic is understood 
better.

•Personnel topics, diversity and data breaches/cyber attacks are the most seen risks.

•Fostering diversity and CO2/GHG emission reduction are some of the common goals.
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Respondents over time

2020: 26 2021: 35 2022: 43

Number of companies responding to the survey:

2020: 74% 2021: 81% 2022: 90%

Response rate:



Respondents in 2022 survey

Other: 
Head of Projects / Strategy / Operations / Culture / Legal

Fund I
7%

Fund II
21%

Fund III
63%

Fund IV
9%

Division between Inventure funds

Co-founder, 7%

Controller, 9%

Sustainability / ESG 
Lead, 12%

CFO, 14%

Other, 26%

CEO, 33%

Respondent’s role in the company



Respondents in 2022 survey

Number of personnel in responding 
companies:

• Average: 89 
(w/o two biggest companies: 52)

• Median: 37 
(w/o two biggest companies: 32)

Finland; 15

Sweden; 12

Denmark; 4

USA; 4

UK; 2

Others; 6

Company based in

Others: (1 from each) Hungary, Switzerland, 
Estonia, France, Latvia, Lithuania
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Cleantech
EdTech / Education

Hardware
HR / Recruitment

IaaS
ICT / Connectivity

New materials & sensors
Consumer products or services

AI
Healthtech / Life science

Fintech / Insurtech
SaaS / Software

Respondents’ industry area



Existing policies
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% Change from 
previous year

ESG policy 19% -1%

Code of Conduct 70% +13%

Good Corporate Governance 30% +1%

Environmental policy 30% -1%

Health & Safety policy 72% +18%

Policy supporting anti-discrimination and potential migrant workers 
or diversity 47% +13%

Anti-corruption / Anti-bribery policy 37% (n/a)

Information security policy 77% (n/a)

None of these 7% -7%
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% of employees that identify as female (average) 2020
n = 26

2021
n = 35

2022
n = 43

In the whole company 30% 29% 31%

In the management team 18% 25% 29%

In the board of directors 12% 12% 16%

Diversity: gender
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Represented nationalities 2021 2022

Average 11 12

Median 8 9

Diversity: nationality

The highest given number in 2022 survey was 61 nationalities in a company counting
1,500 employees.
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2021 2022

Ages <25 80% 72%

25-40 100% 100%

41-55 86% 86%

Ages +55 43% 47%

Diversity: age

All companies that responded to the survey employ people in the 25-40 age group.
The percentage of respondents having people under 25 in their team has decreased. 



“Do you have a person responsible for ESG matters 
in the company?”
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Responses to:

2021 2022

Yes 34% 63%

No 54% 26%

Divided responsibility 11% 12%

40% also said they train their personnel on ESG matters.



“Does the company monitor, measure or compensate 
its carbon / GHG emissions?”
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Responses to:

2021 2022

Yes, we monitor/measure 14% 23%

Yes, we compensate (n/a) 7%

No, we don't 77% 58%

Considering / Planning 9% 12%



“Are ESG issues or processes discussed at Board level?”
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Responses to:

2021 2022

Yes 54% 51%

Not known by respondent 6% 14%

No 29% 28%

We expect the drop in “Yes” answers to result from diversity in respondents’ roles and 
not being part of the Board of directors (--> note the second line). 

However, Inventure will actively push the topic in Board discussions. 



“Do you have a whistleblowing system in place?”
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Responses to:

2021 2022

Yes, anonymous 23% 33%

Yes, but not anonymous 9% 12%

No 49% 44%

Work in progress 11% 7%

N/A, or a named person to go to 9% 5%
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The longer the bar, the more the risk was foreseen

Most acknowledged ESG & sustainability risks

Frauds & unethical behavior N=6

Data breaches & cyber attacks N=7

Inability to reach diversity goals and attaining & maintaining the right people N=7

War/political crisis N=2

Supply chain disturbance N=4

Energy usage N=2
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The longer the bar, the more the goal was mentioned

Primary goals

Identifying ESG goals & opportunities N=4

Improving data & cyber security
N=2

Increasing & fostering diversity, inclusivity & equality N=6

Improving employee health & wellbeing        N=3

Improving materials & supply
chain management N=2

CO2/GHG emission reduction N=5

40% mentioned having 
goals linked in UN SDGs

Fostering sustainable values
N=2
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% of respondents… Yes No Planning to / 
other

Monitor employee turnover 86% 9% 5%

Issue a survey for employee engagement & 
feedback 70% 12% 19%

Offer a stock option program to full-time 
employees 79% 2% 18% *

Follow the amount of overtime the 
employees do and compensate it 51% 40% 9%

Employment & social aspects

* = e.g. only to key hires / management 
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Governance & risk management

Smallest monthly salary paid to a full-time employee AVG: 2.7k€

% of independent* members in Board of directors AVG: 17%

Cyber security and data privacy measures implemented 95%

System in place to detect (internal or external) fraud 84%

* = No material relationship with the company. Neither part of executive team, nor involved in day-to-day operations.
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Finding time and/or resources to allocate on the topic N=10

Spreading knowledge internally  N=4

Impact measurement N=3

Diversity      N=2

The longer the line, the more the challenge was mentioned

Biggest challenges in ESG implementation



Implications of the war
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Mental distress / emotional & psychological implications N=10

None / very minor implications N=9

General implications from market uncertainty N=5

Supply chain & raw material implications N=4

Fundraising difficulties N=3

The longer the line, the more the implication was mentioned



“What do you consider to be your company’s best 
quality? How do you make the world a better place?”
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Responses to:

Circular 
economy and 
offering more 

sustainable 
solutions

Minimizing 
waste in a 

very wasteful 
industry

Driving 
mental health 
& well being

Helping to 
increase 

renewable 
energy usage 

globally

…and more
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1 = poor, 5 = excellent 2020 2021 2022

Average 2,44 3,18 3,24

Responses to:

“How would you rate your company's overall ESG and 
responsibility "maturity"? 

This KPI is very subjective and should therefore be considered as merely indicative. However, we do feel 
that this shows that companies are getting more confident about their own ESG measures.



INVENTURE FINLAND
Maria01
Lapinlahdenkatu 16
00180 Helsinki

INVENTURE SWEDEN
c/o Norrsken
Birger Jarlsgatan 57 C
11356 Stockholm
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For further questions, please contact:
kristiina(at)inventure.vc

http://www.inventure.vc/

http://www.inventure.vc/

